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Transitions & adhesives:
Why they matter 
By Elise Linscott

Choosing a flooring style and design is of-
ten the most important factor for consum-
ers looking for a new floor; but ensuring 
that accompanying products — such as 
performance-enhancing adhesives, sun-
dries and trims and moldings — are a good 
match, is equally important to installing a 
beautiful and long-lasting floor.

ADHESIVES & UNDERLAYMENTS
According to Jack Boesch at MP Global, 

the growth of luxury vinyl tile (LVT) sales 
has prompted architects and designers of 
multifamily housing to search for products 
to assist in abating noise that might travel 
into living quarters below, whether from 
impact sound such as footsteps or from air-
borne noise such as voices, TV or stereos.

“Although many LVT manufacturers don’t 
necessarily recommend the use of underlay-
ments beneath their floors, often apartment 
and condominium associations still require 
dwellings to meet certain requirements with 
regard to reducing the transfer of noise into 
living units below,” Boesch said. “The recy-
cled fibers in our QuietWalk LVT Underlay-
ment draws in and helps deaden sound.”

Some of the thinner vinyl floors are also 
very flexible, but too much flex can cause 
some of the interlocking planks to “unclick” 
and separate if there is a soft underlayment 
beneath, Boesch added. MP Global has 
modeled its new product after the popular 
QuietWalk laminate floor underlayment, 
but made it thinner and denser to provide 
adequate support for the overlying vinyl 
plank floor. The new QuietWalk LVT Un-
derlayment is designed to resist compres-
sion at the interlocking joints while provid-
ing the desired noise abatement, he said.

While there are numerous adhesives in 
the marketplace that are specially warranted 
for installing either luxury vinyl tile, sheet vi-
nyl or other types of resilient floor covering, 
some premium-grade adhesives offer the 
ability to install many different flooring types 
including LVT, sheet vinyl, rubber flooring, 
carpet tile and more, said David Jackson, 
vice president of field technical services at 
DriTac Flooring Products.

“Potentially the greatest challenge with 
LVT installations relates specifically to 
the proper acclimation process for each 
product,” Jackson said. “If the flooring is 
not properly acclimated, and humidity is 

introduced to the product after the instal-
lation, end-peaking can occur.” 

For instance, if an HVAC system is 
turned on after the installation when the 
product hasn’t been properly acclimated, 
the flooring can exhibit end-gapping. To 
mitigate this, DriTac has introduced prod-
ucts like 5900 MegaBond, which has a high 
level of shear and peel strength that can 
help to minimize vinyl plank shrinkage in 
controlled environments, Jackson said.

TACKLING MOISTURE
Unwanted subfloor moisture can also 

adversely affect any flooring installation 
and preventing moisture emissions from 
negatively impacting a flooring system will 
always present a challenge, Jackson added.

Many of today’s flooring products and 
adhesives are being positioned as “mois-
ture-proof” — but that has also meant not 
giving much thought to substrate moisture 
conditions, said Jeff Johnson, FCIS prod-
uct manager at Mapei. And while products 
like underlayments can help a floor lay flat, 
there’s often a need for additional mois-
ture-proofing, he noted.

“What we now have to pay attention 
to is intermittent water exposure from 
the surface and, in my opinion, we need 
to consider more the use of water-proof-

ing membranes to protect the substrate,” 
Johnson said. 

Moisture has also become more prob-
lematic as the composition of adhesives 
has changed in recent years, sometimes 
creating the need for a moisture mitigation 
system. Karen Bellinger, business develop-
ment at Schönox HPS North America, rec-
ommended always conducting a moisture 
test in a slab prior to flooring installation.

And while many high-quality installation 
and moisture mitigation systems can be ex-
pensive, the end result is worth the initial 
investment, Bellinger added.

“With the trend going to more resilient 
flooring, we don’t want to skimp on the 
subfloor,” said Bellinger. “A lot of people 
don’t talk about it or think they need to 
pay attention to it. One of my jobs is going 
to A & D firms and bringing that aware-
ness. A lot of times it’s not factored into 
the end cost, moisture mitigation gets left 
out of a lot of bids, then they have mois-
ture issues. But through saving time and 
money with a full solution system, you’re 
going to get a better-looking floor.”

VINYL TRANSITIONS 
Compared to laminate flooring, manufac-

turers like Versatrim have had to offer a thin-
ner profile line of trim collection to accom-
modate the different thicknesses of resilient, 
said Thilo Hessler, president of Versatrim.

“The colors are similar to laminate, so 
recreating molding colors to coordinate 
with them has not been that hard,” Hessler 
said. “The real challenge with our business 
is that we need to toss out a multimil-
lion-dollar investment every six to eight 
years to make room for the newest print 
technology. We also employ a full-time 
staff of four to do nothing but create coor-
dinating trim colors.”

Versatrim is currently in the process of 
revamping its print department by phas-
ing out its eight-year-old digital print tech-
nology and introducing all new high-res-
olution printers that are state-of-the-art, 
Hessler said, adding that the new technol-
ogy offers the best possible print quality. 

But, Hessler added, any molding, un-
less it has the exact same film as the floor 
and the exact top layer that provides du-
rability, is never an exact match — it can 
only be coordinating.

Subfloor prep is crucial to LVT"s installa-
tion and Schönox's self leveling compound 
helps keep floors smooth.  




